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Abstract 
The energy of a graph is defined as the sum of the absolute values of all eigenvalues of 
the graph. In [5] Gutman (J. Math. Chem.1 (1987) 123-143) proposes two conjectures about 
the minimum of the energy of conjugated trees (trees with a perfect matching). This paper 
mathematically verifies the two conjectures. In addition, trees with the second and the third 
smallest energies are also discussed. 0 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In chemistry, the experimental heats from the formation of conjugated hydrocarbons 
are closely related to the total z-electron energy. And the calculation of the total energy 
of all rc-electrons in conjugated hydrocarbons can be reduced to (within the framework 
of HMO approximation) [8] that of 
E(T) = 114 1 + p21 + . . + p+l, 
where i,, are the eigenvalues of the corresponding graph. 
It is also expressed in the Coulson integral formula [8] as 
k 
1 +Crn(T,k)~‘~ dx, 
k=l 1 
where m(T, k) is the number of the k-matchings of the graph T. 
It is easily seen that E(T) is a strictly monotonously increasing function of all 
matching numbers m(T, k), k = 0, 1, . , [n/2]. This fact provides us a way of comparing 
the energies of trees and the quasiordering is thus introduced. 
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Fig. 1. Xg,Y9,Z9 and W9. 
If for two graphs Gi and G2, m(Gi, k) d m(G2, k) holds for all k 2 0, we say Gi 
is m-smaller than G2, written as Gi < G2 or G2 3 Gi. Gi and G2 are m-equivalent if 
Gi < G2 and G2 4 Gi, written as Gi - G2. If Gi < G2 but they are not m-equivalent, 
then Gi + G2. If neither Gi $ G2 nor G2 < Gi, then Gi and GZ are said m-incomparable. 
By the monotonity of E(T), if Tl < T2 for two trees T, and T2, then E( TI ) < E(T2), 
and E(Tl) <E(T2) if Tl + T2. Interests have gravitated towards the quasiordering and 
a number of results have been reached [2-4, 6, 7, 93. A typical one, which we believe 
to be the quintessence of those about classes of trees in which paths are essential, is 
[4] that if we denote by G U H the graph whose components are G and H, then 
P, & P2uPI__2+=P4t,P[_4+ “’ ?=P2k u PI-2k 3 P2k+l u Pi-2k-1 
3 P2k-1 u PI-2k+l 3 . ’ ’ ?= p3 u PI-3 ?= pl u PI-l, 
where 8. is the path with i vertices and I = 4k + r, 0 < r < 3. 
Gutman and one of the present authors [7] studied the quasiordering of some classes 
of graphs. In [4] Gutman, determines the tree with the maximal energy, namely, the 
path. Furthermore, he gets X,, + Y, + Z,, + W, + T for any tree T # X,, Y,,Z,, W,, with 
n vertices, where X, is the star Kl,,_i, Y,, is the graph obtained by attaching a pendant 
edge to a pendant vertex of the star Kt+_2, Z,, by attaching two pendant edges to a 
pendant vertex of Kl,+_3. W, by attaching a P3 to a pendant vertex of KI,~-~. Fig.1 
shows X9, Ys,Z9 and W9. 
From chemical point of view, it seems a more interesting problem to determine the 
extremal acyclic conjugated hydrocarbons (in the language of graph theory, trees with 
a perfect matching). In this case, the path has also the maximal energy [4]. As for the 
case of minimal energy, 
Gutman has put forward two conjectures: [5] 
Conjecture 1. Among trees with n vertices which have a perfect matching, E(T) is 
minimal for the graph F,, where F, is obtained by adding a pendant edge to each 
vertex of the star KI,(~/~)_,. 
Conjecture 2. Among trees with n vertices which have a perfect matching and whose 
vertex degrees do not exceed 3, E(T) is minimal for the comb C,, obtained by adding 
a pendant edge to each vertex of the path P,lz (see Fig. 2) 
He has checked all the trees with a perfect matching under 16 vertices. 
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Fig. 3. B, and D, 
We use the quasiordering relation + to confirm that both conjectures are true. The 
proofs are given in Section 3. 
2. Main results 
Denote by Qn the class of trees with n vertices which have a perfect matching and 
by Y,, the subclass of @,, whose vertex degrees do not exceed 3. Let A(G) be the 
largest vertex degree of the graph G. 
Theorem 1. In the class @,,, E(T) is minimal for the graph F, and E(T) = E(K) ifs 
T = F, (uniqueness). 
Theorem 2. In the class Y,,, E(T) is minimal for the comb C,, and E(T) = E(G) (ff 
T = C, (uniqueness). 
The above theorems solve the problem of finding out graphs with the smallest en- 
ergies among certain classes of trees. Of more importance and interest is the problem 
of finding out the second and the third smallest. 
The following theroems give answers in part. 
Theorem 3. In the class @,,, the graph of the second smallest energy is B,, where 
B, is the graph obtained from Fn-~ by attaching a P2 to the 2-degree vertex of a 
pendant edge (see Fig. 3), and E(T) = E(B,) ifs T = B,. 
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Fig. 4. L, and M, 
Theorem 4. In the class Y,, the graph of the second smallest energy is D,, where D, 
is the graph obtained from C,,+z by deleting the third and the fourth pendant edges 
(see Fig. 3), and E(T) = E(D,) ifs T = D,. 
Theorem 5. The tree of the third smallest energy in @,, is either L, or M,,, where 
L, is obtained from Fn_4 by attaching two Pis to the 2-degree vertex of a pendant 
edge, and M,, is obtained from F,,--2 by attaching a P2 to a l-degree vertex to form 
a path of length 6 (see Fig. 4). Furthermore, L, and M,, are incomparable. 
3. Proofs 
We denote by M(T) the perfect matching of a tree T. Let m = IM(T)I, Q(T) = 
L(T) - M(T), where L(T) is the edge set of T. Denote by F the graph induced by 
Q(T), that is, F = T - M(T) - S, where S is the set of singletons in T - M(T). We 
call f the capped graph of T and T the original graph of ?. For example, Fig. 5 
shows the capped graphs of L, and D,,. For each k-matching s2 of T, it is partitioned 
into two parts: CI = R U S, where S c M( T) and R is a matching in ?. On the other 
hand, for any i-matching R of i”, and k - i edges S of M(T) not incident with R 
form a k-matching fi of T with partition !E? = R U S. From now on, when we say a 
k-matching of T including a certain i-matching R of f, it is in such a sense. This is 
our fundamental principle of counting the k-matchings of T. 
Proof of Theorem 1. To prove the first part it suffices to show that F, < T for any 
tree T in Qi,, or equivalently, to show that for each k < n/2, m(F,, k) < m(T, k). 
Since F, and T are of the same size, there is a bijection h from Q(Fn) to Q(T) 
such that the image h(R) of a matching R in & is a matching in ?, aware of the 
fact that E’, is a star and has only l-matchings. That is to say, h induces an injection 
from the matchings of p,, to those of f. For 0 < i < 1, the number of k-matchings in 
F, including a certain i-matching R in F,, is (II?), since no two edges in Q(&) are 
incident with a common edge in M(F,) hence R is incident with exactly 2i edges in 
M(F,). And these cover all the k-matchings in F, as R goes over all matchings in Fn. 
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Fig. 5. i, and 6, 
Similarly, h(R) determines at least (:I?) k-matchings in T for h(R) is incident with 
at most 2i edges in M(T). Thus, 
m(F,, k) = 6 m(@,,, i) 
1=0 
(“,rT’) d em(f,i) (“,li’)<m(T,k). 
1=0 
To prove the uniqueness, we simply mention that if T is disconnected hence has 
a 2-matching, which cannot be the image of a 2-matching in p,, under h, then T has 
sharply more 2-matchings than F,. Thus for a minimal T in @,,, f must be connected 
and have only 1 -matchings hence a star, which implies T = F,. 0 
Proof of theorem 2. In this case, f is the union of disjoint paths since d(T) 6 2, 
where d(G) is the largest vertex degree in the graph G. Concatenating them together 
into one path (see Fig. 6), we get also a natural bijection h from Q(Cn), the induced 
graph of which (C,) is the path P,,p, to Q(T) such that h(R) is a matching in ? 
for any matching R in C,. Again an i-matching R is incident with exactly 2i edges 
in M(C,) while h(R) is incident with at most 2i edges in M(T). For any i > 0, the 
number of k-matchings in C, including a certain i-matching R in C, is (:I:‘), since 
no two edges in Q(C,,) are incident with a common edge in M(C,,) and hence R is 
incident with exactly 2i edges in M(C,,). And these cover all the k-matchings in C,, 
as R goes over all matchings in 6,. In the same way, h(R) determines at least (:I;‘) 
k-matchings in T for h(R) is incident with at most 2i edges in M(T). Again 
< & m(f,i) 
i=O 
( -,-;i) Q m(T,k) 
In addition, if f is disconnected hence has a 2-matching, which cannot be the image 
of a 2-matching in Cn under h, then T has sharply more 2-matchings than C,,. As a 
result for a minimal T in Y,,, f must be connected hence a path, which is identical 
with C,. This implies T = C,,. ??
From the proof above, we get the following theorem: 
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Fig. 6. Concatenation of ? into Pn/2. 
Theorem 6. Let T be a tree in a subclass of @,,. If for any i-matching R in T, R is 
incident with 2i edges of M(T), or equivalent, f is connected, or M(T) consists of 
pendant edges of T, and there is a bijection h from Q(T) to Q(T’) for any tree T’ 
in the same class, such that h(R) is a matching in T’ whenever R is a matching in 
T, then T is minimal among this class. 
Proof of Theorem 3. &, has no 3-matchings and any i-matching of & is incident with 
exactly 2i edges of M(B,)(i = 0,1,2). Thus, the number of k-matchings in B, which 
include a certain i-matching R of & is (:I?). And & has n/2 - 1 1 -matchings and 
n/2 - 3 2-matchings. Thus, 
m(B,,k)= em(d,,,i) ( TI;i). 
i=O 
On the other hand, for any tree T E dj,, T # F,,, B,, T has two disjoint edge non- 
empty forests F1 with a edges and F2 with b edges such that a + b > n/2 - 2 and they 
are ‘connected’ by an edge e of ? or of M(T) according as F is connected or not. 
Suppose that a 3 b without loss of generality. In both cases, a + b 2 n/2 - 2 and f 
has at least ab > n/2 - 3 2-matchings, for each edge in one forest with another in the 
other forest forms a 2-matching. And it has the same number of l-matchings as &,. 
Any i-matching R of f is incident with at most 2i edges of M(T). Thus, the number 
of k-matchings in T which include a certain i-matching of ? is no less than (T:y). 
Consequently, if ab > [n/21-3, 
m(T,k) > &m(T,i) 
i=O 
>m(B,,k). 
If ab = n/2 - 3, then one of the forests, say T2 must have only one edge hence is K2, 
and the other forest Tl must be a star of n/2 - 3 edges since it cannot have another 
2-matching, which also implies e 4 M(T). In the case where e connects T, and T2 at 
the center vertex of the star T,, T = &,. If e connects them at a pendent vertex of T,, 
the edge e will form a 2-matching with another edge of T, . Hence, m(f, 2) > m(&, 2) 
and 
m(B,,k)= &m(b,,i) ( mkI:i) < em(f,i) crnkITi) < m(T,k). Cl 
i=O i=O 
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Theorem 7 (Dragos et al. [l]). Let H be a graph obtuined by 
(a) adding a set Vi of k new isolated vertices to each vertex x, ?f G and 
(b) joining xi by an edge to each of the k vertices of V, (i = 1,2,. . . , n). Then 
PH(l”) = Yn-PG i - f . 
( “1 
Using the above theorem by taking k = 1, we have calculated that 
E(B,)= n+4+ I/ n2-12n+52+ n+4- n2-12n+52+n~-8. 
Before proceeding, we need some preparation. 
Let G U H denote the graph whose components are G and H and c(G) the number of 
connected components of G. For convenience let m( G, k) = 0, if k < 0 and m( G, 0) = 1. 
Lemma 1. Let VI, 23 , . . . , v, are the s vertices of a path P, in the positional order. 
Then for 1 <i<[(s - 1)/2]+1, (~23) 
m(& - v1 - vz,k) < m(PS - vi-1 - v;,k)+m(PS - vi - vi+l,k), 
and the difference between the two sides qf the inequality is m(PI u Pi-2 u P,_i_l, k), 
where PO = 0. 
Proof. It is trivial when i = 2. When i B 3, 
P, -Ur -V2=P~-_2,P~-Vj_l -Vi=Pi_2UP~_j,P~-Vi+] -Vi=P~_IU~y_*_[. 
Also 
m(P.y_2, k) = m(P,h2 u&-i, k) + m(fl_3 u P,_;_, , k - 1 ), 
m(P_1 UP~_i_r,k)=m(&2UPr UP,~_i-,,k)+m(~_3U~~_i_l,k- 1). 
We are done combining these equations. 0 
In Y,,, the capped graph f of any tree T is unique and composed of disjoint paths: 
where r = c(U). But different T may have the same capped graph U. However, the 
paths of f are linked by edges of M( T) and once such edges and their linking manner 
are fixed, its original graph T is uniquely determined, by the principle of attaching a 
pendant edge to each vertex of p except for the end vertices of the linking edges of 
M(T) to get T (see Fig. 7). Thus, given any tree U of disjoint paths and a set of 
disjoint edges E linking them with the resulting graph being a tree, we get a unique 
tree in Y,, the capped graph of which is U. We denote such a tree by T(U, E), where 
E is the set of linking edges. 
Now, we drop some edges E’ from E concatenating some paths in U into one by 
letting coalesce their end vertices but avoiding the end vertices of E - E’ such that the 
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u T(lJ. E) 
Fig. 7. An example of the determination of T(U, E) from (I, where r = 5. 
e2 
u l-l3 e, e4 e3 
Fig. 8. An example of the process of concatenation of the graph U, where r = 5. 
graph of the resulting disjoint paths together with the new linking edges E - E’ remains 
a tree (see Fig. 8). We call the process the concatenation of U and the resulting graph 
of disjoint paths, denoted by U*, is called the concatenated graph of U. We have 
Lemma 2. T(U,E)+T(U*,E -E’) and ifc(U)>c(U*), i.e., U#U*, T(U,E) k 
T(U*,E - E’). 
Proof. We note that the capped graphs of T(U,E) and T(U*,E -El) are U and U*, 
respectively, and U and U* have the same edges. If two edges are incident in U so 
are they in U*. As a result, any i-matching R of U* is also an i-matching of U. So, 
U + U*. Furthermore, if R is incident in a certain way with edges er , . . . , es of E - E’ 
in T(U*, E - E’), the same is true in T(U, E) in the same way. Consequently, the 
number of k-matchings of T(U, E) including a certain i-matching R of U is no less 
than that of T( U*, E - E’) including R. Thus, 
T(U,E) + T(U*,E - E’). 
If c(U) > c( U* ), then U has a 2-matching which U* does not have, hence 
T(U,E)+ T(U*,E - El). Cl 
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Lemma 3. Let TE Y,,. If c(f) 3 3, then there is u tree T’ E Yn with c(p’) < 2 such 
that T’ > T. 
Proof. Concatenating the disjoint paths of f such that the concatenated graph U of 
T has only two connected components. Let E’ be the new linking edges. Then by 
Lemma 2, 
T(U,E’)<T. 0 
Lemma 4. Let G and H be two graphs. Denote by G(u)H(v) the graph obtained bJ 
fusing the vertex u of G and the vertex v of H. Suppose u and v are not singletons. 
Then 
m(GUH,k)=m(G(u)H(v),k)+ c m((G - uui) u (H - vq), k - 2). 
n,EWn),n,EN+/(n) 
Proof. The k-matchings of GUH are partitioned into two parts: those incident with 
both u and v and those not, whose numbers are just the two terms of the right hand 
in the above equation. 0 
Lemma 3 tells us that the tree in !Pn of the second smallest energy lies in the subclass 
of Y,, whose capped graphs have just two connected components (paths). From the 
preceeding discussion we also know that different manner of e of M(T) linking the 
two paths of p results in different original graph T. We have the following. 
Lemma 5. Let U = P, U Pb and ~1,. . . ,u,; VI,. . . , ub are the vertices of P, and Ph, 
respectively, in the natural order. Then among the class of trees in Y,, whose capped 
graphs are the same U, T(U,ulq) has the smallest energy, smaller than any other 
(see Fig. 9). 
Proof. Suppose T is any tree in the class and without loss of generality, 
T=T(U,w,), 1 
a-l 
e=u,vt, <sd [ 2 1 +l, I b-l <t < [ 2 1 fl. 0 
Because in the class trees have the same capped graph U, their capped graphs have 
the same matchings. On the other hand, for any i > 2, the number of i-matchings of 
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U which have a pair of edges incident with e is (by Lemma 4) 
i-2 
c 
m(P, - us__1 - u,,j)m(Pb - ut_l - vt, i - j - 2) 
j=O 
i-2 
+Cm(C - us - u,+l,j)m(Pb - ut_l - vt, i - j - 2) 
j=O 
i-2 
+ c m(& - z&l - %j)m(Pb - vt - ut+l, i - j - 2) 
j=O 
i-2 
+Cm(E - us - h+l,j)m(pb - Ut - ut+l,i -j - 2) 
j=O 
i-2 
=c [m(E - us-1 - %j) f m(Pb - us - %+l,j)] 
j=O 
x [m(Pb-ut_1 -ut,i-j-2)+m(Pb-~t-~t+l,i-j-2)], 
where m(P, - ug - ~1, j) = 0, m(Pb - vg - q, i - j - 2) = 0. By Lemma 1, this number 
is larger than 
i-2 
c 
m(p, - ul - u2, j)m(Pb - ul - 02, i - j - 2), 
j=O 
if e # ui ~1, which is just the number of i-matchings of U including a pair of edges 
incident with e = u,vt when s = t = 1. Since the number of k-matchings of T including 
such i-matchings is (“,f+‘), and that of T including other kind of i-matchings is 
(:I?), the more such i-matchings U has, the more k-matchings T has. That concludes 
our lemma. 
In [4], Gutman gives the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. If a = 4d + 1, I E (0, 1,2,3}, d > 1, then 
~a~~2~~a--2?=~4~~a--4~ “’ ?=p2dUPa--Zd~p2d+lUPa-2d-l 
>P2d_l UPa_2d+l 3 “’ %P3uPa--3 t Pl UP&l. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From Lemmas 3 and 4 the tree of the second smallest energy 
in Yn lies in the class of trees of the form 
T=T(P,‘JPn/2--a+1,wn) (ad(n+lW), 
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where ui,...,u, and vi , . . . , v,patl are the vertices of PaPn/2--u+i. Write b = n/2 -a+ 1. 
We have 
f=P,uPh, a+b=n/2+1, e=ulul EM(T). 
The number of i-matchings of ? which do not include the edges ulu2 and viv2 is the 
same for all T by the proof of Lemma 4, for it is the number of i-matchings of P,: ,. 
Then the comparison of the numbers of k-matchings of T depends only on that of the 
i-matchings of f which include ulu2 and ~1~2, which is 
??$Pu u Ph - u1 - u2 - vi - 02, i - 2) = (Pa-2 UP&z, i - 2) > m(Pi u Pa+h_s, i - 2) 
= m(P1 UP&-4, i - 2). 
when a - 2 # 1. That implies that in this class, tree T has the smallest energy only 
when a = 3, which concludes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5. The trees in @,, can be divided into two classes: one in which 
trees have a connected capped graph; the other in which trees have a disconnected 
capped graph. F,, B, and L, are in the first class. While M, is in the latter one. In 
the first class, for any tree T an i-matching is incident with exactly 2i edges of M( T). 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, we can show that L, has the third smallest energy 
in the first class. In fact, 2, has no 3-matchings and i-matching of i, is incident with 
exactly 2i edges of M(L,) (i = 0, 1,2). Thus, the number of k-matchings in L,, which 
include a certain i-matching R of L, is (~~~‘), and L, has n/2 - 1 l-matchings and 
2(n/2 - 4) = IZ - 8 2-matchings. Thus, 
m(L,,k)=& (J! ‘) ;=. m nyz (yy) = (;)+(;-I, (;I:) 
+(n-8) ;I,” . 
( 1 
On the other hand, for any tree T in @,,, T # F,, B,, L,, f has two disjoint edge non- 
empty forests Tl of a edges and T2 of b edges such that a + b = n/2 - 2, (because 1’ 
is connected, TI and Ts must be trees) which are linked by an edge e of ?. Suppose 
a>,b. 
Case 1. b = 1 and Tl has two edge non-empty trees T3 and T4 connected by an edge 
ei. Then T2 = K2. Let e2 E K2. 
In this case, the number of 2-matchings containing e2 is at least n/2 - 3, that of 
2-matchings including e is at least 1 and that of 2-matchings which do not contain e 
or ei is at least n/2 - 5. So ? has at least n/2 - 3 + n/2 - 5 + 1 = n - 7 2-matchings. 
We have 
m(T,k)= (T) +(i-1) (~~f)+(n-7)(~~~) >m(L,,k). 
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Case 2. b = 1 and T, is a star. The proof of Theorem 3 shows that if L, #B,, then e 
connects T, at a pendant vertex. In this case, the number of 2-matchings including e2 
is n/2 - 3 and that of 2-matchings including e is n/2 - 4. So f has also at least n - 7 
2-matchings. Thus, 
Case 3. b = 2. Then f has at least 2(n/2-4) = n - 8 2-matchings and m( f, 2) = n - 8 
implies T = L, . 
Case 4. b>3. The number of 2-matchings is no less than 3(n/2 - 5) >2(n/2 
- 4) = n-8. Hence in the same way as above, 
In the second class, M,, has no 3-matchings and the fewest 2-matchings, in which 
only one 2-matching is incident with a common edge of M(T). This is the minimal 
number of such 2-matchings of capped graphs among trees in the second class. Hence, 
by the same argument as in proof of Theorem 3, the minimal tree is M, in the second 
class. Summing the above up, the third smallest tree must be either L, or M,. 
To compare L, and Mn, we count the k-matchings and calculate the difference. L, 
has n/2 - 1 l-matchings and n - 8 2-matchings. Thus, 
m(L.,k)=k (i ‘) i=. m .,I (yy) = (;) +(;-1) (;I:) 
+(n-8) TIi . ( > 
M,, has n/2 - 1 l-matchings and n/2 - 2 2-matchings in which just one 2-matchings 
is incident with a common edge in M(M,,). Thus, 
m(Mm,k)=(~)+(f-l)(~I:)+(f-3)(~124)+(~I:) 
m(L,,k) -m(M,,k)= (: - 5) (:I;) - (71:). 
When n d 12, m(L,,k) - m(M,,k)< (:I;) - (71;) ~0, i.e., L, + M,,. When n > 12, 
m(L,,2) - m(M,,2)>0, m(L,,m - 1) - m(M,,m - 1) = - 1. This implies L, and M, 
are incomparable. 
So to decide the third smallest in Qn, we have come to a dead end using the 
quasiordering relation 3. We have to blaze a trail in methods. 
Using Theorem 7, we have calculated that 
E(L,)= n+4+ J n2-20n+132+ n+4- n2-20n+132+n-8. 
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Fig. 10. We have the relation Tl 4 T2 + T3 but d(Tj)>d(T2)<d(T3) 
T? T, T4 
Fig. 1 I. WC have the relation T2 4 T3 4 T4 but ~,,Er1,dClj~3d(t~) > xltT,,d,rj,3 d(r)) < 
CINYl.d(G?3 d(r). 
4. Open problems 
As we have seen that if we go further to solve the problem of finding the third, the 
fourth, etc. smallest energies in Qn, the quasiordering cannot go far. Yet if we proceed 
in this direction in the class Y,,, the relation 4 may be usable. We welcome efforts to 
prove it or to disprove it. 
In [5] Gutman also mentioned a generally accepted idea that the energy of trees 
increases as the extent of branching decreases. However, it is difficult in defining the 
extent of branching. Nevertheless, there are still ways of characterization. For example, 
we can use the index of the largest vertex degree of a graph, or the sum of all the 
vertex degrees greater than 2 to characterize the extent of branching. Unfortunately, 
examples in the following figures show that the energy of trees may increase and may 
decrease as the extent of branching decrease. (Figs. 10 and 11). For we have 
d(T1 )>d(T2)<hr3) 
and 
c d(u)> c d(u)< c d(u). 
d(1)>3,PET? d(v)>3,lsT3 d(C)>3,PET4 
But Tl 4 T, + T, + T4. 
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